Minneapolis Police Department Advises Residents to Give In to Criminals
The Minneapolis Police Department is advising residents of the city to “Be prepared to give up your cell phone and purse/wallet” if approached by robbers, and “Do not argue or fight with the criminal. Do as they say.”

The “robbery prevention tips” were circulated by the department and reported by local ABC affiliate KSTP-5. They advise that the city is suffering an increase in robberies and carjackings, especially in the 3rd Precinct — the area of the city in which George Floyd was killed in police custody on Memorial Day, and rioters destroyed police headquarters.

Others posted the tips on social media:

Hennepin County Police & Fire monitoring
@HCP_FM

Look another email on how to be a perfect victim in #MplsCrime just came out, but wait @MayorFrey says Minneapolis is a safe vibrant place
Kyle Hooten @KyleHooten2

Minneapolis City Government tells residents to be ready to give up their phones and wallets and to always cooperate with criminals:

Other cities have reported dramatic increases in crime, including shootings and murders, since the Black Lives Matter protests and riots erupted.

One Minneapolis resident who refused to give in without a fight was 99-year-old Evelyn Johnson, who fought with an intruder: “He thought he was just going to cover my mouth and smother me, but that didn’t happen. I fought him. We wrestled for quite a while, according to all my bruises,” she told KSTP.

The Democrat-dominated Minneapolis City Council unanimously approved a resolution in June to abolish the police department — much to the chagrin of local leaders in the black community, who spoke out against the plan in July.

The local Minneapolis Star-Tribune reported that local black leaders had called the plan to abolish or defund the police “Egregious, grotesque, absurd, crazy, ridiculous.”
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Turtle Egg Xi Jindung · 2 months ago · edited
Are you kidding me?
This is what gun control gets you - dead citizens and wealthy criminals.
Strap up and give them lead not gold.
Mr. Magoo ➔ Turtle Egg Xi Jindung • 2 months ago
Forget the police suggestion, the 2nd + self-defense should protect you.

Incurablewound ➔ Mr. Magoo • 2 months ago • edited
"Do as they say," ..........
So when they say "take off your clothes ,,I'm going to Rape you!!"
"Dont argue or fight,,,,,,,,
Just lay down and comply..........WTF???
Liberalism does not need to be confronted,,,,,,it needs to be Completely DESTROYED!!!!!!!!!

Nonesoblind Asiibswowillnotse ➔ Incurablewound • 2 months ago
It will destroy itself... always every time

CrankyOldMan ➔ Nonesoblind
Asiibswowillnotse • 2 months ago
You're likely correct. Unfortunately, there will be a lot of collateral damage (us) in the process.

GenX ➔ CrankyOldMan • 2 months ago
Exactly it will take a lot of good lives with it, unfortunately. The only solution is migrate to red states and let the blue states destroy themselves, or flat out civil war. I prefer the former.

Lulu ➔ GenX • 2 months ago
The problem seems to be though that libs are leaving Dem states for conservative states but bringing liberal lunacy with them.
"As a dog returns to its vomit so a fool returns to his/her stupidity" Proverbs.

ricocat1 ➔ ThoseWithLoadedGuns
• 2 months ago
Those Americans who prefer Law & Order over Democrat anarchy will VOTE REPUBLICAN, even in Minneapolis. It is said that a conservative is a liberal who got mugged and a lot of liberals are being mugged right now.
TRUMP 2020!

BillOfRights ➔ ricocat1 • 2 months ago
I was in Rochester MN recently with time to kill so went to Minneapolis. Not down town but close. I expected to see BLM and George Floyd signs and graffiti but only saw 2 signs. I think this movement is small but gets lots of press. Trump 2020! Keep America Great!

SonsDaughtersOfLiberty ➔ BillOfRights • 2 months ago
lots of Somalis in Rochester

gr5 ➔ SonsDaughtersOfLiberty • 2 months ago
Very unfortunate. Should be sent back to Somalia. They are ALL a national security threat.

Stan Carter ➔ gr5 • 2 months ago • edited
We need to disarm ourselves to keep protesters safe while they're looting raping and killing

Troyboy ➔ Stan Carter • 2 months ago • edited
Sadly that is what they are asking us to do! Screw that!! Arm up give them lead not money!!
Lord, Let my aim be true,

Let my hand be faster than those who seek to destroy me.

Let not my last thought be... "If only I had my gun!"

And, Lord, If today is the day you call me home,

Let me die in a pile of brass, as I leave them laying in the grass.

I might get that as a tattoo.

Don't know his problem but don't forget he is working at the pleasure of an imbecile mayor!!

Nah! He just needs to go to a different city where his civilian leaders are not complete idiots. His guidance is right on.

yep nailed it
might wanna see this.

Is your butt big enough?

No, but your mouth is.
NonSlip BloodbathMat ➔ jjoy • 2 months ago

I have a t-shirt with that exact sentiment. I rarely wear it inside the city.

The sentiment I *do* "wear on my sleeve" is a reference to a pretty succinct Bible verse; "Psalm 144:1".

If you remember the scene in "Saving Private Ryan" as the sniper prays before his shots, you know it:

"Blessed is the Lord, my rock.
He trains my hands for battle
and my fingers for war."
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southpoledan ➔ jjoy • 2 months ago

I like it!
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Conservative Think Tank ➔ jjoy
• 2 months ago

I love it.
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marine72 ➔ Stan Carter
• 2 months ago • edited

When 2A armed, I highly recommend USCCA insurance to protect the inevitable prosecution by local DA!

1) Call 911

*Explain:* "I was attacked, feared for my life and had to defend myself."

*Request:* "Please send BOTH police and an ambulance to this location."

2) Call USCCA Critical Response team: 1-877-677-1919

3) When responding Officers arrive:

*Comply:* Follow all police instructions.

*Explain:* "I was attacked, feared for my life and had to defend myself."

*Identify:* Point out evidence, witnesses and the attacker(s).
Medical: Request medical attention, if necessary.
Silence: "I will cooperate 100%, but first I need my attorney."
(Do not talk further without your lawyer present.)

Karen M ➔ Stan Carter • 2 months ago

Iolol

HosedInAmerica ➔ SonsDaughtersOfLiberty • 2 months ago

BTW, speaking of Somalis. I asked my congressman to start a movement to eject Omar from Congress, revoke her citizenship and deport her to Somalia for violating the oaths she took! We must all demand that she be thrown out!

InfidelPride ➔ HosedInAmerica • 2 months ago

If she wins her primary, she'll be tough to beat in the general, but fortunately, her primary opponent is outraising her. W/ any luck, she won't be on the ticket

chrisitnesalt ➔ HosedInAmerica • 2 months ago

That is a DEFINITE YES! She should have never been allowed to run for office in the first place. Obviously people weren't doing their homework, looking her up. Just like Obama!

Mkay19 ➔ chrisitnesalt • 2 months ago

It was the media that was behind and never reported anything that made her look bad.

Sharps1874 ➔ chrisitnesalt • 2 months ago • edited

It wasn't a matter of people not doing their
homework. It was matter of idiot's and loser's believing that a Democrat will get them "free stuff". It's a matter of some people who can't think for themselves and "need" Big Brother to tell them what to think. Thinking to such people is a chore, an extremely hard task. There is too much of that going on in the world today.
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southpoledan ➔ HosedInAmerica
2 months ago
That is interesting, I wonder if he has the courage to so? Don't count on it! Balls are uncommon in the republican congress but they do compromise. I bet he would settle to take a back seat and keep his mouth shut. It's what they do best!
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onetermandout ➔ southpoledan
2 months ago
How cynical! Sadly, you're correct, though.
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HosedInAmerica ➔ southpoledan
2 months ago • edited
I agree, I don't expect him to do schi** about this. The motion is on the table. Omar has violated her oaths and Congress is on notice to get rid of her!!!
The district is the Florida 12!
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Erica Ling ➔ HosedInAmerica • 2 months ago
What happened to the investigations into Omar?
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Guitarman57 ➔ HosedInAmerica
2 months ago
Omar is MINN. What do you mean, FI?
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HosedInAmerica ➔ Guitarman57
2 months ago
Omar must be bounced outta congress and back to Somalia on her skinny ass.
But you said the district is F12.?

That was the congressman I asked to begin the process.

Right. The MN police list of Do’s and Don’ts was probably drafted by a RINO.

Please I have to vomit!

And on a bit of a tangent..... you happen to know anything about the sellouts due to all the fundraising for their committee assignments? I can't remember who it was.... someone left congress a few years ago and talked about that in a book he wrote. I don't think it got much attention. But clearly seems beyond "conflict of interest", and kinda like getting in with the mob - they won't let you out. I'd love to know if anyone has proposed any kind of solution for that.

I guess, really, the gravy trains are so entrenched that there's no disentangling...... and apparently, "global economy" means ties to some unsavory entity, somewhere along the line. But there's gotta be a step somewhere toward making that different.......
result in "we" peons forcing them in to it. I would love to see that happen, as well as removing their ability to vote themselves pay raises.
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VeroNihilVerius ➤ Tomahawk • 2 months ago
Does anyone remember reading the op-ed by Ted Cruz and Ron DeSantis discussing term limits?

I have written several emails to DeSantis' office asking him to run for president in the future (2024). Honest public servants do exist, and I think he could be a "sleeper hit". Of course, they'd have to find a suitable replacement to watch over Florida.
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